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WELCOME
I would like to personally welcome you to the UKEdChat 2020 online conference
which was put together when it became clear that the global COVID-19 pandemic was
going to have quite an impact on our lives. With schools, colleges and universities
closing in many countries around the world, it was clear that professional
development opportunities for educators would be more difficult to acquire. At that
point, we put a call out for educational speakers to propose a presentation for the
conference, and it grew into a diverse mix which will be showcased during the
programme.
I would like to personally thank each and every one of the speakers for their patience,
dedication and support in putting the programme together - it has been a bumpy ride
for most of us, but we have done it, and we truly hope that there is something for
everyone throughout the three days. We keep our fingers crossed that the technology
behaves (just like at any other conference).
One great advantage about this conference is that there will be no queues for the
toilets, coffee or lunch and, although many conferences are all about the networking,
you have the opportunity to engage and interact with the presenters using the Live
Chat during the conference, or further at the UKEdChat online Forum, which also
offers links, resources and further opportunities to engage.
So, sit back. enjoy the presentations, and I hope that you are able to
interact and engage in the conversations developed to support your
professional development.
Colin Hill (@digicoled)

CERTIFICATION
Supporting the professional development of educators, we
have built an online certification programme recognising
your interaction and engagement in the conference. To
receive a 'Certificate of Attendance', you need to reflect
on six presentations from the conference and consider the
impact on your professional practice. During the
conference, the cost of the programme is only GBP£5 and,
upon successful completion, you are rewarded by a PDF
certificate that can be used as evidence in CPD meetings.

Visit: https://uked.academy/courses/2020-conf/
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C O N F E R E N C E

P R O G R A M M E

DAY 1 - TUESDAY 9TH JUNE

DAY 2 - WEDNESDAY 10TH JUNE

10:00 Welcome and information
10.16 Richard Holme
10.34 Lorna Baldry
10.50 Bob Cox
11.09 Sarah Williams
11.32 Emily Hunt
11.47 Sajod Gulzar
12.06 Andrew Jones
12.25 Liz Free
12.45 Colin Hill
12.58 - 15.00 BREAK
15.00 Gwyn McCormack
15.10 Kev Lister
15.28 Xenia Giannaki
15.31 Nuzhat Uthmani
15.47 Mark Goodwin
16.02 Simone Facey-Holst
16.21 Jack Worth
16.39 Jackie Beere
16.54 Karen Dempster & Justin Robbins
17.14 Daniel Hill
17.25 Susan Burton
17.40 Mart Hind Portley
17.57 Tim Mobbs
18.18 Kit Rackley (1)
18.36 Hywel Roberts
18.59 CLOSE

10.01 Suzi Bewell
10.26 Kit Rackley (2)
10.47 Emma Wheatley
11.06 Mark Wheatley
11.08 Gillian Bridge
11.38 Will Hussey
11.58 Steph Liddle
12.12 Ife Thompson
12.27 Kiran Satti
12.46 Paul Wright
13.01 Bukky Yusuf
13.05 Dorian Love
13.24 Magdalena Kersting
13.27 Shrehan Lynch
13.45 Esther Gray
13.58 - 15.00 BREAK
15.01 Lisa Thomas-Brown
15.11 Tiffany Smyly
15.31 Andy Lewis
15.34 Megan Sweet
15.50 James Massey
16.09 Vanessa Wears
16.30 Helen Ross
16.55 Elizabeth Hutchinson
17.22 Ginny Bootman
17.39 Ann-Marie Christian
17.54 Suzanne Hall
17.55 Louise Hayne
18.07 Zara Sahota & Ayan Farah
18.32 Susan Strachan
18.58 CLOSE

DAY 3 - THURSDAY 11TH JUNE
10.01 Tara Walsh
10.18 Gemma Sanchez & Liz Cronshaw
10.38 Gulshan Kayembe
11.05 Bill Jerman
11.29 Andrew Jennings
11.54 Evelyn Haywood
12.11 Ghobrini Rafik El Amine
12.29 Fe Brewer
12.49 Rachel Cully
13.07 Ellie Dix
13.30 Karen Eamens
13.50 - 15.00 BREAK
15.01 Mine Conkbayir
15.24 Dan Whittaker

15.43 Melissa Wells
16.05 James Hilton
16.25 Ruth Whiteside
16.41 Mike Buchanan
17.24 Jo Gray
17.49 Andy Griffith
18.09 Tatiana Popa
18.30 Tony Sheppard
18.50 Closing session
19.00 CLOSE
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RICHARD

HOLME

ANDREW

@RICHARDJHOLME

JONES

-

@ABOWDENJ

10.16 am - Grassroots or DIY CPD, how
can you encourage and develop it?

SARAH

This talk will showcase some of the
examples from around the world, and
consider what we can do as teachers or
leaders in education to support and
encourage modern CPD approaches.

LORNA

BALDRY

WILLIAMS

12.06 pm - Impactful Interleaving:
applying research to learning

-

@MRSSLWTEACHES

11.09 am - T for Transition - some
simple ideas to ease transition.

In this presentation, Andrew Jones will
give you some ideas on how to make
interleaving impactful in your practice.

A whole school project, T for Transition
which became the established
programme for our year six to seven
transition.

-

LIZ

10.34 am - A restorative approach
to online learning.
EMILY

How we combine technology and
people power for convenience
and connection.

HUNT

-

@HOWTOSTEM

11.32 am - How to make
meaningful STEM connections in
just 15 minutes.

COX

-

COLIN

SAJID

The Why :A rationale for immersion in
challenging literature. The How: Strategies
for including all learners in rich texts
encounters

DAY

MCCORMACK

-

What is moral purpose? How does it
drive us? How does it influence our
decision making, relationships &
approach to leadership?

-

SESSION

WORTH

@DIGICOLED

An exploration as to why metacognnition is
beneficial for teaching and learning, and
how the 4-step metacognitive teaching
programme can support the
implementation of effective strategies.

11.47 am - Moral Purpose

1

-

2

-

3PM

-

7PM

TIM

@WORTH_JACK

MOBBS

-

@SIRMOBBSALOT

3.00pm - Harry Potter - Multi-Sensory
Approach to Literacy.

NUZHAT

UTHMANI

4.21pm - Teacher autonomy: how does
it relate to job satisfaction and
retention?

-

@NUTHMANI

The workshop is practically presented
and shares a wealth of learning
opportunities that lie within the story of
Harry Potter.

LISTER

GULZAR

HILL

12.45 pm - Why Metacognition is important
in Education

@SAJID_GULZAR

JACK

-

@POSITIVEEYELTD

KEV

@LIZAMFREE

@BOBCOX_SFE

10.50 am - Literature for All: Access and
Enjoyment

GWYN

-

Discusses the #GlobalProfession,
how to get a role overseas, what to
consider and some of the key
questions to ask before you make the
leap.

Outlining some ‘key tips’ for
making meaningful STEM
connections in just 15-Minutes.

BOB

FREE

12.25 pm - Becoming an International
School Teacher #GlobalProfession

3.31pm - Global Citizenship across the
Primary Curriculum
How to look at integrating aspects of
global citizenship into daily teaching
within the Primary classroom.

Will discuss the findings from recent
research by the National Foundation for
Educational Research (NFER).

DANIEL

HILL

5.57pm - Celebrate small wins
massively.

-

@DANIELHILLMEDIA

5.14pm - Using Amazon Alexa to keep
parents updated of classroom activities.
Amazon Alexa provides a unique
opportunity for educators to remain in
contact with parents to keep them
updated on classroom activities.

-

How to build a personal, and team ethos
of recognising and celebrating success
based on research from Teresa
Amabile.

KIT
JACKIE

BEERE

RACKLEY

-

-

@LISTERKEV

@GEOGRAMBLINGS
@JACKIEBEERE

3.10pm - Teaching like you
imagined it.

MARK

GOODWIN

4.39pm - How a coaching culture
builds resilient teachers and
learners.

-

@MARKGOODWIN8

Workload and wellbeing are an
ongoing challenge, if we could
teach like we imagined teaching
to be I believe we could find a
more sustainable position.

XENIA

3.47pm - 'See the Best Part' Connect any kid to school & their
learning.
Simple and practical mindset,
conversations & strategies to
connect with any student and help
them build independence.
KAREN

GIANNAKI

3.28pm - Pedagogy towards future.
SIMONE

Raising future leaders in the classroom

How micro coaching works to help
staff and students develop
cognitive flexibility so that they
can challenge themselves.

FACEY-HOLST

-

@FACEYHOLST

4.02pm - Motherhood, school leadership
and career progression.
The presentation will discuss the impact
of school culture and school structure on
the career progression of teachers who
are mothers of young children.

DEMPSTER

-

SUSAN

BURTON

6.18pm - Fact checking & fake news ideas for teachers to help critical
thinking.

-

@SCHOOLCLASSLIST

5.25pm - How data science can
help education leaders build
thriving school communities.
Sharing insights into how data
science techniques can help
headteachers to harness a pool of
talent.

HYWEL

@KAREND72

4.54pm - Building powerful partnerships
with parents through a fresh approach to
communication (also with Justin Robbins).

A set of resources, tools and
strategies to help students develop
their critical thinking skills and ward
against fake news.

ROBERTS

-

@HYWEL_ROBERTS

MARY

HIND-PORTLEY

-

6.36pm - Botheredness Built investment in learning.

@LIT_LIVERBIRD

Sharing extensive communication expertise
to help schools take a fresh and practical
approach to building relationships.

5.40pm - Planning progression in
literary concepts.
The concepts underpinning an effective
literary curriculum in English from Y7 to
Y11.
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Presentation about the importance of
story, narrative and inquiry in learning.
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STEPH
SUZI

BEWELL

LIDDLE

-

MAGDALENA

KERSTING

-

@SLIDDLEMFL

@MAGDAKERSTING

11.58pm - Engaging teaching and
learning in MFL during and beyond
lockdown.

1.24pm - Einsteinian physics in the
classroom - re-evaluating practices in
modern physics education

@SUZIBEWELL

10.01am - World class teaching:
teaching the SDGs through languages,
science, PSHE and maths.
Outlining the project aims, share some
sample lessons and direct delegates to
where to download the lessons for free.

KIT

RACKLEY

MARK

WHEATLEY

-

@MWROUNDTHEWORLD

11.06am - How to create an online
community.
Building community and an imagined
nation becomes all the harder when we
don’t see and physically talk to people.

-

IFE

GILLIAN

BRIDGE

12.46pm - Real workable Stretch &
Challenge.
Making stretch and challenge easier for
teachers to plan into lessons.

11.08am - Better mental health in
the classroom - how to slip it into
any lesson.

SHREHAN

-

KIRAN

10.47am - Supporting teacher agency in
continuous professional development.

-

WILL

HUSSEY

BUKKY

YUSUF

-

Discusses what restorative practice
is, what research surrounds
restorative practice and how it can be
used in school settings to break away
from traditional behaviour
management techniques.

@RONDELLE10_B

1.01pm - Blog writing tips.
Key tips for educators new to
writing blogs.

ESTHER

@KSUNRAY3

Reading fluency is the bridge between
decoding and comprehension. Walk along
with me!

DORIAN

-

2020

ONLINE

SESSION

HELEN

-

@LOVE_DA

ROSS

4

-

MEGAN

SWEET

-

ZARA

-

3.34pm - Why 3-D Vision Is Essential
for Educators.

SMYLY

-

ELIZABETH

3.11pm - How to discuss
sensitive or controversial current
affairs.
This talk will share The
Economist Educational
Foundation's top tips for
discussions about current affairs.

ANDY

LEWIS

HUTCHINSON

CHRISTIAN

-

@ANNMARIECHILD

5.39pm - Practical strategies for
safeguarding children in your setting.

-

Discussions about the key principles
needed in keeping children safe and
how to promote a whole school
approach.

MASSEY

-

4.55pm - FOSIL (Framework Of
Skills for Inquiry Learning) Adding value and expertise via
the school library.

@JMASS100

3.50pm - Successful Edtech
implementation in an ever
changing world.

Explaining the role of the school
librarian beyond reading for
pleasure.

How to create an ongoing Edtech
implementation plan that will truly
impact teaching and learning.

SUZANNE

HALL

-

@OLSJBB1

5.54pm - Voice and physicality in
the classroom.
How to communicate effectively in
a lesson and command the
attention of pupils without raising
one's voice.

GINNY

@ANDYLEWIS_RE

3.31pm - Spinning Plates
Teachers and school leaders are plate
spinners. How do you best manage this?
It's okay to drop a few - do you know
which ones can fall?

VANESSA

WEARS

-

@VANESSAWEARS

4.09pm - Want to know how you can do
less when there’s so much to do? Want
to be able to say no? Want to do things
differently?
Learn some strategies to help you thrive
rather than survive: I’m not promising
miracles, just strategies you can put in
place to create some changes.

BOOTMAN

&

AYAN

@ZARAMATHS

-

5.22pm - Follow the Empathy Road
LOUISE

Covers the pivotal role empathy plays in our
lives. It will look at research around empathy
including an individuals capacity to show
and learn empathy.

In this interactive workshop 2 teachers
explore their past and discuss how it
has informed their practice in the
teaching profession.

SUSAN

STRACHAN

-

@SUSANSENGLISH

@ELIZABETHUTCH

JAMES

-

6.07pm - Strength in difference.
ANN-MARIE

How technology has the capacity to
transform learners' self-esteem,
confidence and achievement through
supporting their independent working.

@ECON_FOUNDATION

SAHOTA

FARAH

4.30pm - Inclusion and Technology: A
21st Century Solution.

-

It's time for us to focus on developing
the emotional intelligence, self-care,
and resilience of our educators.
TIFFANY

The talk focuses on the generally underrepresented area of pastoral leadership.

7PM

@YOUR3EYES

Sharing ideas about studying for a
Masters or PhD and working full / part
time in the classroom.

1.45pm - The Importance of Pastoral
Leadership – Now More than Ever.

CONFERENCE

2PM

@DRHELENROSS

-

@SUMAIRAJADE

3.02pm - Learning while teaching.

-

Moving between abstract and concrete,
complex and simple to enhance meaning
making in the classroom.

UKEDCHAT
2

LOVE

1.05pm - Creating semantic waves in
the classroom.

Focusing on key classroom learning
behaviours is far more important than
fixating upon the desired outcome. It's
more about a WAGODLL than the
WAGOLL...

DAY

GRAY

@_ESTHER_GRAY

-

11.38am - Summit Fever; the perils of
fixating upon WAGOLL.

-

1.27pm - Restorative Practice

12.27pm - Reading Fluency
@AOBRILLWILL

Exploring ways to empower teachers in
their own professional development and
the potential benefits of doing so.

SATTI

LYNCH

@DRLYNCHPE

Finding ways to seamlessly
incorporate black global
narratives into everyday teaching.

An explanation of what good
mental health consists of and will
show how the principles can be
incorporated into most subjects.

@EMMAINKUWAIT

THOMAS-BROWN

Reflecting on the current practices of
teaching physics to offer support and
new impetus to the physics teaching
community.

-

12.12pm - Decolonising The
Curriculum - How to incorporate
Black Narratives into all teaching
subject areas.

-

@GILLIANBRIDGE3

This talk will showcase powerful
interactive climate services
designed for industry but useful
for the classroom.

LISA

-

@BLAMCHARITY

10.26am - Interactive Climate
Services for the Classroom

WHEATLEY

THOMPSON

WRIGHT

@TIPS4TEACHINGUK

Using EdTech to engage MFL remote
learning. The implications of
Quarantine teaching beyond the
isolation period.

@WEMCOUNCIL

EMMA

PAUL

HAYNE

-

@LOUHAYNE1

5.55pm - Non Verbal Communication
for behaviour management.
Over the course of my career as a
student and a teacher I have noted
exceptional teachers who barely speak
when managing behaviour. It works, but
it is a brave step.
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6.32pm - Metacognition across the
curriculum.
Using metacognition to deepen and
strengthen students' understanding
of what they are learning, how they
are learning and why.
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TARA

WALSH

-

ANDREW

@TARAWALSHNINJA

10.01am - A whole-school approach to
teaching the Sustainable Development
Goals.
Session explores how and why schools
should integrate the UN Sustainable
Development Goals across the
curriculum.

GEMMA

SANCHEZ

CRONSHAW

&

GULSHAN

KAYEMBE

-

FE

-

12.29pm - Successful Mentoring in ITT.
Top tips for providing supportive and
stretching mentoring for ITT students or
NQTs. Research-informed and rooted in
several years of experience of
mentoring and coaching; deliberately
practical and easy to implement.

The strategic thinking that heads, senior
leaders and subject leaders might need
to do to develop their curricula.

LIZ

EVELYN

-

BREWER

@MRSBREWTANDCAKE

Vocabulary and its importance in the
modern classroom.

10.38am - Secret Gardens and
Racecourses - purpose, ambition and
values that underpin what we teach.

JERMAN

-

1.07pm - The benefits of playing board
games for parents and teachers

@GULSHANK2

BILL

DIX

@ELLIEDIXTWEETS

-

The theory of Growth Mindset,
the importance and impact it can
have in your children and your
staff and you personally.

ELLIE

-

11.29am - Words unlock the doors to a
world of understanding.

@GROWYOURMINDSET

10.18am - The importance of
developing Mindsets in schools.

JENNINGS

@VOCABULARYNINJA

@BILLJERMAN

11.05am - Achieving the best for
our disadvantaged pupils.

HAYWOOD

-

KAREN

EAMENS

-

@EVELYN__EDU

@SCHOOLSHAPPY

11.54am - Teaching the skills that
are essential in the classroom and
beyond the school gates.

1.30pm - Dealing with Difficult
Emotions.

There is consensus that young
people need a set of core,
transferable skills to be successful
so how do we actually teach them?

Strategies for supporting
disadvantaged pupils in primary,
secondary and special schools.

Playing board games develop social
skills - Board games give children an
opportunity to learn how to take turns,
practise patience, and so much more.

GHOBRINI

RAFIK

EL

AMINE

RACHEL

CULLY

-

@CULLYEDUCATION

Session teaches science based people
skills (from positive psychology and
neuroscience) so that we can master
our minds and successfully navigate
the challenges of our profession

12.49pm - Using digital storytelling
to develop conceptual
understanding in mathematics.
3 simple strategies to harness the
power of digital storytelling in
mathematics.

-

@AMINEGHOB

12.11pm - Positionality of EFL Teacher and
Technology in Enhancing Writing Skills.
A well-mixed-balanced strategy that will
enable EFL instructors to cater for an
optimized and maximized learning
experience in a writing classroom.

UKEDCHAT
DAY

3

-

2020

RUTH
MINE

CONKBAYIR

-

@MINEEYMIND

3.01 pm - Time Out for Behaviour
Management
Emphasises need to move away from
archaic behaviour management policies
and practices.

DAN

WHITTAKER

MELISSA

WELLS

-

3.43 pm - Engaging pupils in poetry
A range of strategies to engage pupils
with poetry, primarily reading and
understanding, but also to a lesser
extent writing their own poetry.

-

How classroom environments
can be detrimental to effective
learning and behaviour and how
they can be improved.

WHITESIDE

6

-

CONFERENCE

3PM

-

7PM

TATIANA

-

6.09 pm - Revolutionising an entire
country’s education system in a global
pandemic - How Moldova took
education online during Covid19

Exploring how utilising your emotional
intelligence (EQ) will enable you to more
effectively support you, and others.

JO

GRAY

-

@JO_C_GRAY

BUCHANAN

5.24 pm - Education: A time for
collaboration
This talk discusses why collaboration for
our children and their future is so
important.

HILTON

-

4.05 pm - Can introverts make
great school leaders?
Session explores extroversion and
introversion in school leadership as
well as the notion of ambiversion.

4.41 pm - The Keys to Positive
Leadership

This talk and case study shows how this
corner of Europe helped change
education for the better.

TONY

-

SHEPPARD

-

@GRUMBLEDOOK

@POSILEADING

@JAMESHILTON300

-

@TATIANAPOPAB

4.25 pm - Using your EQ to Support Self
and Others

MIKE

JAMES

POPA

@RUTHCOACHING

@MISSMERMAIDMEL

@CLASS_WHISPERER

3.24 pm - Classroom
environments: From 7 deadly
sins to 7 virtues

ONLINE

SESSION

ANDY

GRIFFITH

-

6.30 pm - Do you really look after the
privacy of your learners?

@OTEACHING

How understanding yourself &
others enables high performance,
joy & fulfilment.

5.49 pm - Creating a 'Scholars
Programme' in your school
This session explains the reasons
for setting up a Scholars
Programme, a possible model to
adapt in your context and some
ingredients for success.
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Focussing on how privacy of children
needs to be reviewed, checked
against mental health needs and tied
into safeguarding, ethics and aspects
of the curriculum.

M A I N

L I N K S

&

O F F E R S

MAIN UKEDCHAT 2020 CONFERENCE PAGE WITH FULL
DETAILS ON PRESENTATION AND INFORMATION
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FORUM
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SOCIAL MEDIA
@ U K E d C o n f
@ U K E d C h a t
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ONLINE CERTIFICATION PROGRAMME
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DONATE
Kindly help with the costs involved in running the conference, and support our
development for future events

h t t p s : / / u k e d c h a t . c o m / s u p p o r t /

25% COUPON DISCOUNT FOR OUR ONLINE
METACOGNITION TEACHING STRATEGY

h t t p s : / / u k e d . c h a t / m t s
enter coupon code 'meta25conf' at checkout - Expires 30th June 2020

GENEROUSLY SUPPORTED BY

